Should You Get a Professional Bike Fit
Getting a bike t is de nitely a good idea but here are some bits
of the experience that you might not expect
A professional bike t will help you stay comfortable and
injury-free when riding, perhaps improving ef ciency and
handling, but it's not all good news. Forewarned is
forearmed, and all that

You might have to stomach some painful
observations
A bike tter will look at your body's peculiarities and areas of
weakness, so prepare yourself for a blunt assessment. You might
learn that your quads or hamstrings are tight, your knees are
moving out to the sides as you pedal, you slouch in the saddle or
that your core strength needs to improve.
Chances are that the bike tter will break the news gently and it's
all part of the process, so don't let it get to you

Your current setup might be lous
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You've been riding a long time and you know a thing or two about
this cycling lark, so you're bound to have ended up with a position
that's there or thereabouts, right? Not necessarily. Some very
experienced cyclists have setups that aren't doing them any
favors in terms of comfort, ef ciency or injury prevention
We'd suggest that you go into a bike t with an open mind and
don't get defensive if your current position is pulled apart

Small changes feel hug
Minor tweaks to your riding position can feel large. Dropping your
saddle by a centimeter, removing a 10mm headset spacer from
underneath your stem, or even something as small as shifting
your cleats a few millimeters can made a big difference to the way
your bike feels.

The issue might be simpl
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A lot of people are prompted to go for a bike t by pain or
discomfort, often from the foot or knee. Sometimes the issue can
be as simple as poorly positioned or worn out cleats.

The bike tter can't t you to any old fram
Some people see a bike going cheap – perhaps in an online sale
or secondhand from a friend – they snap it up and then ask a bike
tter to sort out their position.
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That's really not the way to do it! You need to know your bike size
and key measurements before doing the shopping. It's not a
bargain if it's not the right size
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As a cleat wears, the position of your shoe on the pedal can alter.
This can affect the alignment of your ankle, knee or hip and lead
to problems
For this reason you should regularly check your cleats for wear
and damage and replace them when necessary

You might be able to get the right saddle height with masses of
seatpost extending out of the frame, and you might be able to sort
the right handlebar position, perhaps with a huge stack of headset
spacers and a super-long stem, but if you're on the wrong sized
bike the handling is going to suffer.
Do yourself a favor and buy the right sized frame to start with, and
that might mean having a bike t rst

The bike tter's focus could surprise yo
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Fitters are obsessed with feet and will have you walking
backwards and forwards before sitting you on a bike. They start
with foot control and move on from there

A good bike t depends on you
A successful bike t requires lots of input from you. You need to
go armed with relevant information – there's no point realizing on
the way home that you forgot to mention an old ankle injury that
occasionally ares up. And you need to ride on the static bike in
the same way that you ride out on the road, rather than trying to
look good for the bike tter
Some bike ts rely on a lot of technology and it can be easy to get
overawed, so remember to pipe up if something doesn't feel right,
and ask lots of questions

There's no single optimum position that suits
everyon
Every rider is different in terms of physical dimensions, history,
objectives, strengths and weaknesses, and a good bike tter will
take all of this into account. It's not just a case of rocking up,
having a few measurements taken and being out the door 10
minutes later
Also, two bike tters might well suggest two different riding
positions, depending on their school of thought
<a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6QuZmS67E8" target="_blank">Try watching
this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</
div></div>

Find out about the tte
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Bike ts come in different depths and avors. Many bike tters
use a system that they’ve bought into, for example, is a Guru Fit
Bike, “providing you and the tter with data to support the choices
made during the t for your cycling equipment and personal riding
experience.” Other bike tters essentially rely on their experience

Dedicated bike tters generally charge premium prices. If you just
want someone in a bike shop to have a quick look at your position
and give it a thumbs up or thumbs down, ne, but this is very
different
Make sure you know what you're buying into and ask about the
credentials, knowledge and skills of any bike tter that you’re
considering

Bike t fashions chang
One traditional method of helping to determine your ride position
was to set the saddle so that the front of the knee was directly
over the pedal axle (measured with a plumb line) with the crank in
a horizontal position. You still hear that said, but things have
moved on a long way since then.
Today's bike t systems are based on much more data than that,
but – who knows? – maybe they'll also be outdated before long
too

You might need to spend more mone
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A bike tter could recommend that you change your stem,
handlebar, saddle, shoes or some other component/accessory –
perhaps even your frame. That's going to cost some money
Bear in mind that most (not all) bike tters are also in the business
of selling components. There's nothing at all wrong with that, of
course, but the more cynical might point out that it's in their
nancial interest to suggest a new setup that involves buying from

.
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and eye, and perhaps elements of other systems that they've
used over the years. The best tter rely on BOTH!!

them. But most tter care so much for the product of service they
deliver, they will not recommend something that you do not need
and may even steer you away from things you thought you want
but actual do not need either

A bike t can't cure everythin
A bike t can take into account any aches and niggles you have
but it's not a panacea for every ill. You might have a knee or ankle
ailment that no amount of tinkering with t can cure, meaning that
it's a case of managing the condition.

There will probably be follow-up work
Some issues may demand extra work following a bike t. If your
back pain is caused by tight hamstrings you're going to have to
stretch them out regularly. If you're lacking core strength you're
going to need to do some conditioning.
A good bike tter will give you detailed follow-up instructions.

Your new bike t will feel wrong for a whil
You might have been using a certain setup for months or even
years, so when changes are made during a bike t everything can
suddenly feel strange... Really strange. A new position might work
your muscles differently, it could demand more ex in your lower
back or put more weight on your arms. The bike tter might
suggest that you alter your riding style or increase your cadence
It takes time to adjust to these changes. A bike t session is
usually the start of a process of change rather than an instant
solution
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If you really can't get on with a new ride position, you might need
to return to your bike tter for a follow-up appointment

Your bike t isn't set for eve
Having a bike t every year should be a good aim, but obviously
that isn’t always realistic for some people. Your tness levels
might improve or decrease, you may have suffered an injury, or
your targets may have changed so you have to reassess what
your position looks like
Your exibility or weight could alter and if you're a woman you
could have a baby. Any of these things could affect your optimum
riding position and mean that it's time to go and get yourself a
fresh bike t

Changing small parts can affect your
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Once you've had a bike t, bear in mind that replacing
components and accessories can make a big difference. A

change in seatpost setback, stem length or handlebar width is
clearly going to affect t, but other variables are less obvious.

Saddles have different stack heights (distance from the rails to the
top of the padding), for example, meaning that a new perch could
leave you sitting higher than before. We're not talking about a
couple of millimeters here; some saddles are well over a
centimeter taller than others, and not many brands give you this
measurement on their product information.
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Saddles are also very different shapes. A bike tter might use a
pressure-mapping system to help you select the most suitable
model. Ditching it because you fancy something lighter could be a
big mistake in terms of comfort and might have a knock-on effect
on the rest of your bike t too

Similarly, shoe soles vary considerably in thickness, altering your
knee angle at full exion and extension. There are loads of other
variables when it comes to shoes: the angle of the sole, the level
of stability, the arch support, and so on
Even things like the lever hood length varies between different
brands, so if you're happy with your current bike t and something
wears out, it's worth replacing like-to-like
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